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Who we are

World-class programmes  
for diverse digital needs

We provide some of the world’s most advanced, technology-
led defence, aerospace and security solutions and employ a 
skilled workforce of more than 83,100 people worldwide.

Trusted by customers around the world, our digital team has 
a rich military heritage, as well as extensive expertise across a 
broad range of industries, large and small.

We employ some of the brightest young minds in the industry 
through our award-winning apprentice and graduate schemes.

And with consultancy and technology company Techmodal 
now on board, our data and analytics capabilities are more 
advanced and agile than ever before.

Together, we’re able to deliver world-class programmes for the 
most complex and diverse digital needs.
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Adopting future 
technologies at pace

Our dedicated Innovation Labs team are always looking for 
exciting new ways to benefit your business.

Featuring some of the brightest young minds in the business, 
the team explores future technologies and works with you to 
adopt them at pace.

We partner with some of the country’s leading academic 
institutions to support the development of ground-breaking 
new initiatives in areas including energy, autonomy and digital.

And, as active participants in technology forums across the UK, 
we collaborate with highly specialised firms around the country 
to find the best solutions for you. 

Our deep understanding of emerging and game-changing 
technologies means we can identify the areas of investment 
that will ensure you maintain world-class capabilities. 

Innovation where it counts.

Innovation 
where it counts



Digital and data 
consultancy

Techmodal is an applied data science business solving complex 
data problems for defence and industry clients, operating 
autonomously from their HQ in Bristol. Techmodal joined 
BAE Systems in 2020, bringing with it data and consultancy 
expertise that complements BAE Systems’ own digital 
capabilities.

Techmodal’s work has identified cost savings of over £100m, 
achieved 100:1 return on investment and underpinned some 
of the UK Ministry of Defence’s most important decisions.

Experts in business intelligence and analytics; data science; 
software delivery and data solutions; cost modelling and 
financial assurance; P3M; business advisory and operational 
analysis, Techmodal’s high-profile contracts have included:

• Creating VERITAS; Army HQ’s planning, management 
and costing tool for army equipment, spares and 
munitions for UK and oversees training and operations

• Enabling the Navy People Transformation by shining 
a light on priority areas for transformation and 
implementing best in class solutions

• Delivering an endorsed defence-wide baseline for 
MOD people data and the associated people analytics 
platform

As part of BAE Systems, Techmodal is taking its data expertise 
to new levels, working alongside world-class engineers to 
create industry-changing solutions across the UK and to 
international markets.

Thanks to our combined skills and expertise, we help you to 
work smarter, reduce costs and perform enhanced monitoring 
to benefit your business.
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QE Class Aircraft Carrier

Merlin HM2

Digital Services

Through-life digital solutions for complex assets, optimising 
information and advanced analytics to increase availability, 

sustainability and capability 

Experienced 
A 15 year pedigree in the defence software 
domain with hundreds of years of maritime 

engineering experience invested in our products 

Trusted 
We have a suite of globally trusted data and 

software solutions that maintain multiple 
complex assets

Open
Our solutions are based on open 

architecture technology to enable the 
secure sharing of assured data

Unique
We have unrivalled maritime expertise and 
knowledge to provide unique solutions to 

our customer problems

Type 45 Destroyer

Astute Class Fleet Sub

F-35B Lightening II

Navy Command HQ

Type 26 Frigate

Solid Support Ship

70 OPERATIONAL UNITS 
SUPPORTED AND MAINTAINED

INSIGHTS PROVIDED ON 
10TB OF CUSTOMER DATA15 CUSTOMER SITES SUPPORTED OVER 10,000 USERS
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Product safety, 
security and 
environmental 
consultancy

Product safety, security and environmental considerations are 
as important to us as they are to you.

With our proven expertise in the defence industry we 
understand the need for the most robust systems and 
processes.

And we’re happy to pass on the benefit of our experience to 
other industries with advanced engineering requirements.

We can design, develop and implement safety and 
environmental management systems, as well as designing, 
developing and managing complex asset safety and 
environmental case architecture.

Our capabilities also include independent safety and 
environmental auditing, hazard and risk management 
solutions for complex systems and equipment and hazard log 
development with through-life management support.

We are experts in the integration of new systems and 
equipment into complex platforms, functional safety analysis to 
ISO 26262 and IEC 61508, systems theoretical process analysis 
(STPA) and software and control system assurance cases.

And we offer environmental impact screening and scoping 
(EISS), hazardous material surveys and management and 
product design certification, as well as being skilled in safety 
and environmental legislation and regulatory compliance.

Safety where it counts.

Safety where it counts
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How we do it

Our through-life digital programmes have been trusted by the 
UK Royal Navy for 15 years.

They know they can rely on us to capture, analyse and 
integrate all the data from some of the most advanced 
warships in the world and help them to improve the 
efficiencies and effectiveness of their critical operations around 
the globe.

We have a suite of globally-trusted data and software 
programmes capable of maintaining multiple high-value 
technologically-advanced equipment.

And we work closely with you to develop bespoke open digital 
programmes to suit your individual needs.

Our systems information exploitation, prognostics health 
management and data integration solutions are all based on 
open architecture technology so assured data can be shared 
safely and securely. 

It means that, wherever you are in the world, you can be sure 
of the right people being able to access the right information 
at the right time.

Expertise where it counts.

Expertise where it counts
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It doesn’t stop here

For more information on any of our products, 
services and support email: 
 
digitalservices@baesystems.com

baesystems.com

Our digital systems provide greater visibility than ever and 
they’re fully integrated to enable your high-value, complex 
assets to keep running as smoothly and efficiently as possible.

We work with you to fully understand your business, exploring 
all the options before selecting and integrating the optimum 
commercial off-the-shelf software and toolsets for you.

Our team has the skills and expertise to identify the best the 
market has to offer and then tailor a targeted digital plan to 
suit your individual needs.

We’re constantly investing and innovating to keep you ahead 
of the curve, working with small and medium enterprises as 
well as key universities around the UK. 

We want to make sure we have all the data at our fingertips to 
provide you with the best possible digital programme. 

And we provide all the data you need, whenever and wherever 
you need it, to help you deliver optimum performances.

Support where it counts.

Support where it counts
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BAE Systems Maritime Services 
e: digitalservices@baesystems.com 
www.baesystems.com
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